Lesson 16: Edens Expressway II  
Points of Emphasis: Lane changes and Speed control

1) Left out of lot.

2) Right on Shermer.

3) Left on Willow.  (Pass over Waukegan – Veer to right on to New Willow)

4) Enter Edens (94 East) (Just after Central/Happ on right).  What color is HWY Sign?  BLUE
   - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
   - Check blind spot 3 times.  Look for gap.  Signal left and merge.
   - Accelerate to highway speed.

5) Exit Demester Street (Exit 37B – Going east – Ramp Speed 20mph)
   - Signal right when you can read the exit sign.
   - Check for ramp speed posting.  Do not reduce speed until on ramp.
   - Merge left on to Demester Street

6) Turn Right on Gross Point Road.

7) Right on Carol Street.  (Park on corner)(Practice parallel parking on right if time permits.)

   **SWITCH DRIVERS**

8) Right on Lockwood Avenue.  (Stop sign)

9) Left on Demester Street  (Turn into far RIGHT LANE – entrance to 94 is immediate)

10) Turn Right on to 94 West Ramp.
    - Merge onto 94 West.
    - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
    - Check blind spot 3 times.  Look for gap.  Signal left and merge.
    - Accelerate to highway speed.

11) Exit 33A - Willow Road West (Ramp speed 25mph)
    - Signal right on to ramp.  Watch for traffic.
    - Check blind spot 3 times.  Look for gap.  Signal left and merge.

12) Turn Right on Shermer back to school.

13) Left on Sherman in to GBN parking lot.